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Parent Handbook
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Helena College Darlington Campus
Early Learning Centre (ELC)
The Early Learning Centre at Helena College prides itself on facilitating an innovative, child
centred and exemplary model of Early Childhood Education. Following the Inquiry model of
teaching and learning, we feel that we offer the most successful and fulfilling programme for
children in the early years. This approach facilitates educators, parents and children working
together.
What is Inquiry Learning?
‘Learning using the inquiry approach involves children forming their own question about a topic and
having time to explore the answers. Children are both problem posers and problem solvers. Inquiry
learning encourages children to examine the complexity of the world and form concepts and
generalisations instead of being told the answers.’ Jeni Wilson and Kath Murdoch
Why we believe Inquiry Learning is best Early Childhood practise!
At Helena College we strive to deliver best early childhood practise. Exemplary early childhood
practise involves a programme that is child centred and follows a ‘hands-on’ approach to learning. We
believe that ‘children have preparedness, potential, curiosity and interest in constructing their own
learning and that children should have long happy childhoods’. (Taken from Image of the Child,
Reggio Emilia).
Common Characteristics of a Play Based Inquiry Model.
Educational researchers believe that through play children learn to use language to reason, predict,
problem solve as well as initiate conversations and respond to peers. They also suggest play
provides an ‘indispensable avenue for learning’ because it provides children with emotional relief and
opportunities to express themselves and nurture creativity. A play-based inquiry approach displays
the following characteristics:
• child centred and directed
• emphasises process and skill development
• requires children to ask questions
• conceptually based rather than factual
• encourages learner interaction
• builds upon prior knowledge
• considers children’s interest
• includes direct experience
• integrates reflection and metacognition
• explores affective aspects of learning
• explores different perspectives

Pre-primary staff:
Kellie Sorensen (ksorensen@helena.wa.edu.au)
Camille Mason (cmason@helena.wa.edu.au)
Michelle Ferraro (mferraro@helena.wa.edu.au)
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THE PRE-PRIMARY PROGRAMME
Pre-primary classes focus on the constructivist approach, where children learn through hands-on, age
appropriate play experiences that are based on their interests and real-life experiences. Our
programme uses the inquiry model to cater for children’s growing abilities and skills, creating an
environment where the children feel safe and confident to take risks and explore new challenges in a
supportive environment. The learning environment plays an important role in developing the children’s
skills and understandings.
Whole class ‘mat session’ times are explicit lessons where questions are posed and children share
and develop their understandings and knowledge. Students build on their understanding through the
cooperation of the whole class discussions. During activity time, children are involved in individual and
small group work related to their interests and based on skill development. Both structured and
unstructured play at learning centres within the classroom plays a vital role in our programme.
Children are actively involved in exploration, problem solving and discovery activities. These centres
assist the students in becoming independent and feeling supported by daily routines. Imagination is
important and there are many open-ended materials and questions to encourage children to use their
creativity to explore ideas in-depth.
Play is an essential part of children’s development. Through play, children learn to use language to
communicate and interact with others, investigate, question, problem-solve and role play. We allow
our students to express and communicate their understandings through many different meaningful
forms.
Of great importance to the programme is ensuring that all our students respect and value themselves,
including each other’s uniqueness. We aim for our students to work together as a learning community
as they develop their understandings.
We consider that the children, teachers, and family members all play a vital role in ensuring that we
provide the very best possible learning environment. Therefore, in planning we will ensure that we
take all members of our Pre-primary community into consideration. We aim to create an environment
that is one where all students feel happy, safe and a meaningful part of their classroom.
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INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATEâ PRIMARY YEARS PROGRAMMEME
The International Baccalaureate® Primary Years Programme (PYP) is a
curriculum framework designed for students aged 3 to 12. It prepares students for
the intellectual challenges of further education and their future beyond school,
focusing on the development of the whole child as an inquirer, both in the
classroom and the world outside.
A driving force behind the PYP is the philosophy of international mindedness. IB
schools strive to nurture young people who recognise that they are global citizens
and who are motivated to make positive changes in the world. The Learner Profile
is central to that philosophy. PYP learners strive to be inquirers, knowledgeable,
thinkers, communicators, principled, open-minded, caring, risk-takers, balanced
and reflective. These attributes drive the curriculum and represent the qualities of
internationally-minded people.
Within the PYP framework the subject areas of Mathematics, Language both
English and additional languages such as Indonesian, Science, Humanities and Social Science
(HASS), Digital and Design Technologies, the Arts, Physical Education and Library are taught through
‘transdisciplinary themes’ to help students make connections between subject disciplines, thereby
facilitating more effective learning. Teaching and learning is differentiated for student’s needs.
Students are asked to make connections between life in school, life at home and life in the world.
These connections contribute to the development of the attitudes that again promote international
mindedness.
The PYP fosters the development of thinking, communication, socialising, research and selfmanagement skills. Students are encouraged to put what they have learned into practice through
service to the school, local and global communities.
IB Guiding Statements
Helena College, Darlington Campus, aims to maximise the potential of each child and to develop
inquiring, knowledgeable and caring young people who help to create a better and more peaceful
world through intercultural understanding and respect.
All staff work together as a team every day and are committed to support all of our students through
high expectations so they can achieve their greatest academic and personal potential with access to
rigorous, enriching, motivating and innovative instruction.
Our Values – the framework within which we work to fulfil our Mission is underpinned by our Values.
These are the principles which govern all we do:
Respect
Caring and Compassion
Inclusivity and Participation
integrity and Responsibility
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for our host culture
for our environments
of thought
of intent
of vision
in academic content
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in flexible strategic planning
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Morning routine
It is important that children settle into the classroom and follow the same routine every morning.
Children are expected to come into class and place school bags into their cubbyhole located next to
the bathroom and then find their name on the whiteboard to indicate attendance. Parents are
welcome to stay with their child and engage in a puzzle or a book from 8.30am - 8.50am. The morning
session commences at 8.50am. It is important that parents leave when the bell rings (unless you are
helping on roster) as it becomes unsettling for some children if parents remain. When parents leave
confidently it helps to pass that confidence on to their child.
Afternoon routine
If you are making alternative arrangements for your child’s pick up in the afternoon, please notify staff
by placing a message on the whiteboard.
PARENTS AS PARTNERS
Parents are a vital component of the Pre-primary programme. Parents are viewed as partners,
collaborators and advocates for their children. The ELC staff respect parents as each child's first
teacher and involve parents in the curriculum. We value and appreciate parental help in Pre-primary.
There are many ways that parents can support and assist us. Some examples are as follows:

Parent roster
This involves coming in and helping during the morning session. When you are on
roster, you may be able to help assist with a particular learning experience. We
would appreciate parents assisting on roster remember the importance of
confidentiality when working with and around children. Please record your
name on the roster for the day/s you wish to attend. On the day, you will need to
‘sign in’ at Administration before commencing your roster and again ‘sign out’ when
you leave. This will assist staff to effectively coordinate any emergency procedures
in the unlikely event that this is necessary.
As the year progresses, we will require parent help every morning during our
Rainbow Learning activities. These activities run from 9.00am - 9.45am every
morning. Parent help allows for this programme to be rich and effective and we
very much appreciate your assistance.
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Recycling
We use large amounts of recycled goods in Pre-primary and would love any items you can send in to
the ELC. Please see a list below of items to collect:
• Baskets
• Beads and buttons
• Broken jewellery
• Cardboard pieces - all kinds
• Containers
• Corks and bottle caps
• Costume jewellery
• Feathers
• Leather remnants
• Old keys
• Paper of different weights, texture or colour
• Ribbon and yarn
• Shells
• Small mirrors
• Small seed pods
• Sponges
• String
• Tape
• Wire
• Wood scraps
PLAY-BASED LEARNING CENTRES
Within the Pre-primary classroom, the children will regularly access a variety of play-based learning
centres, as well as the more structured table-top activities. These learning centres provide the
students with opportunities to develop a range of skills. Some examples of these are listed below.
Collage, gluing and sticking
• Creativity
• Development of fine motor skills
• Exploration of mathematical concepts
• Hand-eye coordination
• Problem solving and persistence
• Language development
• Social problem-solving
Construction and blocks
• Large and small muscle development
• Dramatic and imaginative play
• Concentration and problem solving
• Technology skills
• Language development
• Mathematical concepts such as area, shape, size, orientation,
space, balance and direction
• Social interaction
• Creativity
• Reasonable risk-taking
Painting
• Creativity
• Fine motor skills
• Artistic expression
• Appreciation of form, colour, design
• An understanding of art and the language of art
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Dough and clay
• Social interaction
• Hand muscle development, ready for writing
• Creativity
• Development of mathematical and science concepts such as area, colour, shape, number,
properties and classification
Dramatic area / home corner
• Social interaction
• Language development
• Act out fears and concerns in a non-threatening environment
• Explore roles and ideas in the world
• Gain an understanding of the adult world through play
• Make decisions and take risks
• Accept rules and limits
• Share and take turns
• Be aware of the rights of others
• Be independent
• Problem solve
• Develop confidence
Puzzles
• Problem solving
• Development of reasoning, discrimination and judgement
• Fine motor development
• Mathematical concepts
• Hand-eye coordination
Reading corner
• Language development – vocabulary, memory and speech
• Role-play reading behaviours
• Interest and enjoyment of literature
• Listening and speaking for meaning
• Stimulates creativity
• Knowledge about themselves and the world
Sand and water play
• Mathematical and science exploration
• Language development
• Social interaction
• Sensory experiences
• Release of tensions and energy
• Creativity
• Coordination and fine motor development
Writing table
• Experimentation with writing skills
• Awareness of the purpose of communication
• Fine motor skill development
• Creativity and self-expression
• Awareness of print in the environment
• Confidence in the use of writing tools
• Expression of individual ideas
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The A-Z OF PRE-PRIMARY
ATTENDANCE AND SCHOOL / CLASS TIMES
Darlington Campus Administration: 8.20am-4.20pm during term times
Pre-primary

8.30am-2.50pm

A bell is sounded at 8.50am to
commence the day

Absent from Pre-primary or taking a family holiday
If your child is unwell we encourage you to keep him/her at home. Parents or Guardians are asked to
report the illness (or nature of absence) no later than 9.00am. This can be done by phone on 9299
6626 or by sending an email to the class teacher and absenteesjs@helena.wa.edu.au. Verbal
notification must be confirmed via email at their earliest opportunity.
Additionally, each student’s attendance is regularly reviewed as a part of our commitment to delivering
a quality education. Whilst illness and family commitments are at times unavoidable, regular nonattendance or late arrivals can affect student’s learning and performance at school, and this may be a
source of stress for children both now and into the future. Students whose attendance drops below 90
per cent will be considered ‘at risk’ and parents may be contacted to work together with the school to
increase the time spent at school.
To ensure continuous teaching and learning, family holidays during term time are strongly discouraged
and parents are requested to arrange family holidays in school holiday breaks.
The College is not obliged to provide learning programmes, nor catch-up work when a student is
absent, except in the case of illness. Apart from emergencies, written notification requesting leave
during term time for students should be addressed to the Head of Junior School at least three-four
weeks prior to the leave.
Please use the form in the College Attendance Policy - Appendix B: Student Absence from
School for Family Holiday Reasons. The policy and form are available for download via SEQTA
Engage > Documents > search Policies
We appreciate your support in helping us maintain the continuity of your child’s education.
Late arrival or removal from school
Children are not permitted to leave school grounds during school hours without the knowledge of
Administration staff. A register for signing students in and out of class during school hours must be
completed by the responsible adult.
Late arrival: Please sign your student in and collect a BLUE ‘Arrival Card’ which should be
handed to the class teacher (by the responsible adult) or teacher responsible for your student
at the time of arrival.
Signing out: You will be handed a YELLOW ‘Release Card’ which should be handed to the
class teacher (by the responsible adult) or teacher responsible for your student at the time of
departure.
Pre-primary drop off
The doors to the Early Learning Centre are opened at 8.30am and you are encouraged to stay and
interact with your child. Mat session commences at 8.50am. Please remember to say your
farewells before this time to allow for a smooth transition to the mat session. If you are dropping
off your child, it is very important that you hand over to the Pre-primary staff.
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Pre-primary pick-up
Pick-up is at 2.50pm at the Gate 4 entry (Administration area) pick-up point. Please drive through
the pick-up zone and remain in your car. Staff will assist putting your child in the car in order to
reduce traffic congestion in the area.
Note that two parking bays at the rear of the ‘pick-up’ are stationary – please drive around them if in
use. If you prefer, you may park in the car park and walk over to the pick-up area. The pick-up area is
supervised until 3.00pm. Remaining children will be walked up to the Gate 1 entry pick-up point,
located near the library and accessible by car. After 3.20pm, staff will take your child back to
Administration if necessary.
Pick-up communication board
Please write in any changes to usual pick up arrangements on the day (the board is positioned next to
the parent roster). If changes occur during the course of the day, please contact Administration to
advise.
BEHAVIOUR MANAGEMENT
In Pre-primary positive behaviour is reinforced with praise and we celebrate social success. There
may be times when inappropriate behaviour requires addressing. The children are usually reminded
verbally about their behaviour on the first occasion; however, there will be a consequence associated
with continued inappropriate behaviour. This may result in removing the child from a situation where
he/she can reflect on his/her actions.
BIRTHDAYS
We love sharing birthdays in Pre-primary and parents are most welcome to bring in something for the
class to share. Cupcakes are a wonderful option as they are easy to hand out and to eat. Please be
aware of possible allergies within the class. We encourage families of children with specific dietary
requirements to supply alternative treats if cakes are not suitable.
Birthday invitations
We ask that all invitations are presented to Pre-primary staff if they are to be distributed at school.
Staff will ensure they are sent home in ‘diary bags’ discreetly to avoid disappointments. Alternatively,
you may choose to use your P&F family tree to post invitations directly to families.
CLASS REPRESENTATIVES
We would like two parents to be the class representatives for Pre-primary in 2019. If you are
interested please contact the class teacher. For further information, please see the DC Parent
Handbook for details regarding the role of class representatives
COLLEGE NEWSLETTER
College newsletters are published in the second, sixth and final weeks of each term.
Calendar for newsletter publication dates.

See

The newsletters are password protected and only available to members of the Helena College
community. Parents are emailed each time a newsletter is published. Archived newsletters are
also available on our website.
The web address for our newsletters, The Helenian, is
https://helenacollege.wa.edu.au/newsletter/wa.edu/au/current-families/publications/
The newsletter and SEQTA Engage (refer Parent Handbook) are the prime method of communication
between the College and parents, providing important information about events, arrangements and
undertakings of the school.
Newsletter contributions
Newsletters are compiled by the Community Relations Department and include contributions from the
College Principal and Head of Junior School, as well as other staff, students and parents.
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Parents are invited to let us know about student achievements by emailing details and photos to
newsletter@helena.wa.edu.au. There is also a community events section for parents, clubs and
organisations to advertise events and notices for the hills community.
The deadline for all contributions is 4pm Friday of the week preceding each newsletter.
Change of email address
If you change your email address, please update your details at Administration to ensure you continue
to receive information and other correspondence.
COMMUNICATION – ‘diary bags’
Each term, a ‘Pre-primary newsletter’ will be emailed home informing you of the different themes the
children will be learning and investigating, also including details of any planned excursions. This,
along with other notes, will be uploaded to SEQTA Engage > Documents.
At times, other notes, invitations etc. may be sent home in your child’s ‘diary bag’ which will be in your
child’s House colour. This is also used as a reading book bag and needs to be returned daily.
EXCURSIONS
In Pre-primary, we believe that excursions play an important role in our students learning. We will
sometimes need parent helpers for these experiences (the number of parents will depend on the
activity we are doing) so please look for the parent roster chart and add your name where you can.
Children are required to have an excursion bag to bring on the day of the excursion, big enough
to fit a lunch box, drink bottle, rain jacket and hat.
INTERVIEWS
Parent interviews take place early in the year and you will be notified of the details via email. If at any
time you wish to speak to staff regarding your child, do not hesitate to contact the classroom teacher
to organise a suitable time to meet and discuss any concerns.
JOLLY PHONICS™
Jolly Phonics™ is a fun and child centred approach to teaching literacy through synthetic phonics.
With actions for each of the 42 letter sounds, the multi-sensory method is very motivating for children.
The letter sounds are split into seven groups and are taught in a specific order (not alphabetically).
This enables our students to begin building words as early as possible.
Jolly Phonics™ teaches children the five key skills for reading and writing. The Jolly Phonics™
programme continues through into Year 1, enabling the teaching of essential grammar, spelling and
punctuation. Included in this handbook is a display of the Jolly Phonics™ style of writing that the Preprimary class will be using.
MEDICATION (see section on Administration of Medication – page 19)
Any medication that your child requires during school hours must be given to Administration, together
with a completed Student Medication Request / Record form (available from Administration).
NAMING CLOTHING
All items should be labelled clearly with your child’s name, including socks and shoes. All children
should keep a spare school uniform in their bag, including underwear. The hat and rain jacket remain
at school at all times.
PORTFOLIOS AND REPORTS
Samples of the children’s work are placed into their portfolios. These stay at school and will be sent
home throughout the year. Additionally, semester reports will be sent home detailing student progress
in English, Mathematics, History, Science, Specialist subjects and learning habits.
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PROTECTIVE BEHAVIOURS
Helena College is committed to ensuring that it is a ‘child safe organisation’. All staff are trained with
respect to identifying child abuse and grooming behaviours and are aware of their moral and legal
responsibilities to report child abuse. Great care is taken in the recruitment and supervision of all staff
and volunteers.
All students receive personal safety training using the Helping Hands or
TeenagersGuide to Personal Safety programmes developed by Protective Behaviours WA. Personal
safety training is further developed in Years 10-12 through Health Education and a guest speaker
programme. Parent seminars about child abuse and the Protective Behaviours WA approach to
personal safety are offered from time to time.
Staff, Third Party Contractors, External Education Providers, Volunteers, students, parents/guardians
and other community members who have concerns that a child may be subject to abuse or grooming
are asked to contact the College’s Senior Child Protection Officer, Susan Boyett, Director of Student
Services, by phoning 9298 9100 ext 112 or emailing sboyett@helena.wa.edu.au.
In accordance with the WA Registration Standards for Non-Government Schools, all breaches and
suspected breaches of the College’s Child Protection Code of Conduct must be reported to the
Principal or the Chair of Council. All communications will be treated confidentially on a ‘need to know
bases’.
Whenever there are concerns that a child is in immediate danger the Police would be called on 000.
At Helena College we recognise that the students are the most valuable but also the most potentially
vulnerable members of our community. Therefore, we are committed to teaching children practical
and easy-to-understand personal safety strategies with the aim of keeping our students safe. Every
child has the right to feel safe at all times. Each year however, thousands of children across Australia
experience abuse. Many parents focus on the issue of ‘stranger danger’ when teaching personal
safety to their children. Statistics show us however, that 96 per cent of children who experience abuse
know and trust the perpetrator. (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare 2011 – 2012).
Protective Behaviours is an internationally acclaimed personal safety and child abuse prevention
programme endorsed by the Department of Education in Western Australia.
The programme is based on two themes:
‘We all have the right to feel safe at all times’ and
‘We can talk with someone about anything, no matter what it is’.
Staff at the Darlington Campus have participated in Protective Behaviours Professional Development
Workshops and are integrating the Protective Behaviours Programme into the curriculum from
Kindergarten to Year 5. The Holding Hands resource text is based on the Protective Behaviours
Programme. The lesson plans have a variety of uses including whole classroom, small groups and
one to one sessions with students. The lesson plans are clustered into four year groups:
• Kindergarten to Pre-primary
• Years 1-3
• Years 4-6
• Year 7
The lesson plans are designed to sequentially introduce the themes, concepts and strategies of the
Protective Behaviours Programme over a series of 10 weekly lessons.
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SCHOOL LUNCHES
Helpful tips:
• Try to reduce choices within your child’s lunchbox. Two to three items at a time are
sufficient as more than this causes confusion (and at times pressure to eat everything!).
• Get into the habit of showing your child his/her lunchbox and drink bottle each day to ensure
he/she can find it and not confuse it with others. Tie a ribbon or object onto the zip of the
bag that houses the lunchbox so your little one can find it him/herself when the time
comes.
• Simple and healthy lunches are best. Please do not send lollies/chips or too many packets in
lunchboxes.
• Initially it may be helpful for your child to have two lunch boxes; one for morning tea and
one for lunch. These should be labelled so we can help the children recognise which food
should be eaten first. A smaller one is best to represent the ‘snack’ and larger for ‘lunch’ as it
is a meal.
• Morning tea: Suggestions are cut up fruit, biscuits with cheese, sultanas in a container, dried
fruit or anything that is healthy and substantial. Yoghurts are fine as long as they are small
(please do not send yoghurt packaged in tubes). If you send yoghurt, please remember to
include a spoon.
• Lunch: Cut up sandwiches, fruit, and yoghurt. We encourage the children to be as
independent as possible and eat at least one half round of sandwich first.
• Canteen: The Gum Leaf Café provides morning tea and lunch on Mondays and Fridays.
Please write your child’s order on the bag or use the online ordering system. Use one bag for
morning tea and one for lunch and enclose the correct money. The children in the Early
Learning Centre are unable to have the bottled fruit juices, icy poles or frozen yoghurts.
• Water: Please send water in a named drink bottle with your child every day. We request that
you do not send orange juice or cordial.
We aim to keep Helena College Early Learning Centre a NUT AWARE ZONE due to the
increasing number of children with nut allergies. To assist with this, we ask parents to aovid
packing nuts / nut products in lunch boxes.
SLEEPOVER
In Pre-primary we offer a sleepover experience for the children. However,
due to their age, it is only for one night and held in Helena House Hall.
This is not a compulsory experience for your child but it is exciting and
helps the children build resilience and self–sufficiency skills. The Preprimary sleepover is held in Term Four.
This is a night for the children and teachers only - parents do not attend.
We ask that children come for the whole experience or not at all, as it is
unsettling for the rest of the students if some children leave part way
through the sleepover.
SPECIALIST TEACHERS / PROGRAMMES
Computing
Computing day will be advised and will comprise of a lesson with our computing specialist teacher.
The children will continue to develop their computing skills gained in Kindergarten.
Creative Movement Skills
Creative movement classes form part of the Darlington Campus electives programme and there is no
charge for the class. We are extremely fortunate to have the skill and expertise of a dance specialist
available to us within the ELC. Lessons develop and extend the children through movement in many
varied ways. This is an extremely valuable time when the children learn to express themselves
through movement, develop and consolidate gross motor skills, creativity and body awareness.
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Fundamental Movement Skills (FMS)
The Pre-primary children take part in the child-centred Fundamental Movement Skills programme
with our Physical Education specialist teacher. The children are placed in groups and rotate around
stations focusing on a range of skills. These may include ball skills, hand-eye activities or balance
activities. This is a valuable programme that focuses on the physical development of each child.
Children also enjoy an outdoor environment that challenges them and allows them to develop their
gross motor skills.
Library
The Pre-primary children have a library lesson each week. Please help your child to remember
his/her library books and bag on library day. New children to the school will receive a library bag at
their first library lesson.
Electives Programme
Pre-primary students have their first introduction to the Electives Programme with classes offered in:
• Mixed Dance – In a small class setting students will learn a variety of dance forms and
routines in a fun and exciting environment. Students are encouraged to achieve to the best of
their ability in a supportive environment whilst nurturing a love of dance.
• Classical Guitar – Lessons are tailored to meet the individual needs of the students, allowing
them the opportunity to get the most out of their lessons in a fun but focused environment.
• Piano – Lessons are tailored to meet the individual needs and interests of students. Students
will be exposed to learning correct technique, note reading and music theory giving them a
strong foundation for further music studies
All Electives classes aim to run for fifteen sessions per semester (half-yearly) and families are billed at
the end of the first term and third term. Electives fees are non-refundable and a minimum of a
semester's commitment is required.
Performing Arts
The children attend a performing arts lesson once a week. This is a fun and exciting way to introduce
the children to the school music programme and to learn important drama concepts.
WAYS TO HELP AT HOME
There are many ways to help in your child’s development at
home. Here are some suggestions:
• Read to your child as often as possible – every day is
best!
• Ask about your child’s day – ask specific questions
such as ‘What was the best thing you did today?’
• Practise counting
• Think of rhyming words, count syllables and learn the
difference between letters, words, numbers and
pictures
• Practise toileting routines
• Involve children in cooking, gardening and shopping
• Saying rhymes and poems together
• Sing songs together
• Practise pencil grip: write lists, letters, captions and
stories together
• Make up and tell stories together in the car on long trips
• Have friends over to play
• Practise writing child’s name in lower case
• Encourage experimental writing and reading
• Please speak positively about school with your children
• Give your child the responsibility of their own household chores such as making their own
bed, feeding the dog
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PRE-PRIMARY REQUIREMENTS FOR 2019
Please NAME ALL ITEMS except library bags. All children require:
1. Cushion – small square cushion (named).
2. School bag - compulsory for all students from Kindergarten to Year 5 – as supplied by the
uniform shop. Attach a key ring or clip to the bag as a visual cue your child may use to
identify his/her own bag. It is recommended that you also attach a ribbon to the zipper of the
section your child’s food is housed in to ensure he/she can find it effortlessly.
3. Excursion bag - one light weight, inexpensive nylon backpack for excursions (approximately
34cm x 42cm), to be kept at home.
4. Library bag - special waterproof bag with College crest which will be supplied by the Library.
Students should retain these bags from year to year and replacements may be purchased
through the library staff if necessary.
5. Diary bag - supplied by the school (new students) or retained from Kindergarten. Diary bags
are issued in your child’s House colours and retained from year to year. Replacements may
be purchased from Administration if necessary.
6. Rain jacket – supplied by the College and kept in Pre-primary for daily use and excursions.
7. Sun hat – to be left at school for daily use and excursions.
8. ELC uniform as detailed below.
Refer to the Uniform brochure in the Parent Handbook and the Uniform Policy on
SEQTA Engage > Documents > search Policies
• College navy sports shorts
• College ELC navy polo shirt
• College tracksuit (for warmth in winter)
• Navy leather sandals in summer - velcro is preferred
• Black enclosed shoes in winter - velcro is preferred
• College navy broad-brimmed hat
Parents may purchase all uniform requirements (except shoes) from the Uniform Shop located on
the Glen Forrest Campus near the main entry. Mrs Sarah Wright, Uniform Shop Manager (9298
8720/helenacollege.uniforms@permapleat.com.au) will be able to guide you through the
requirements.
OPEN:

Tuesdays
Thursdays

8.00am - 11.00am
1.00pm - 4.00pm

Details regarding shop opening hours during the school holidays will be advertised in the newsletter
and via the College calendar/FB page.
CONCLUSION
We are looking forward to working together with you and getting to know your child. If you have any
questions, concerns or worries about your child’s transition to Pre-primary, please come and see us
first as we all want what is best for your children.

Please note, information in this booklet is correct as at Term Four 2018 and may be subject to change
during the course of the following year. Updated copies throughout the year will be available via SEQTA
Engage > Documents > search parent handbooks
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What did you do today?
If you ask your child

‘What did you do today?’
Don’t be surprised

If he/she has nothing to say.
The question’s so big

Where should he/she begin?

It’s hard to remember everything!

Better say, ‘Nothing’; that’s easy to say,

It really was too busy and complicated a day.
For better information, it’s best to say,

‘Did you hear a story, or paint today?’

Then help him/her remember what it was about

And before you know it, more things will pour out.
So ask for specifics about things that we do

It will be much easier for your child to tell you.
If you want to know what those things might be
Look at the newsletter and see

Or ask and we’ll be happy to say

How many different things we did today!
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JOLLY PHONICS™
Letters and sounds poster
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NUMBERS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

ONE, a straight line it is fun.

Around and back on the railway track goes TWO, TWO, TWO.

Around a tree and around a tree, that’s the way we make number THREE.

Down and across, and down some more, that’s the way we make number FOUR.

A long skinny neck and a big fat tummy. Put on a hat, FIVE sure looks funny.

Down to a loop, SIX rolls and a hoop.

Across the sky and down from heaven, that’s the way we make number SEVEN.

Make an ‘S’ but do not wait, climb back up and make an EIGHT.

A loop and a line makes number NINE.
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Hand Writing Movements for Pre-primary

A

Jack and Jill went down the hill x2
Sideways, sideways to magic land.

a

Starts with a click, goes up and around.
Small man starts in the middle, goes down and stops.

B

Tall man starts at the top, goes down and stops.
Spin a web to magic land, spin a web to magic land.

b

Tall man starts at the top, goes down and stops.
Jump up half way.
Spin a web to magic land.

C

Starts with a click, goes up and around.

c

Starts with a click, goes up and around.

D

Tall man starts at the top, goes down and stops.
Spin a web to magic land.

d

Starts with a click, goes up and around.
Jump up.
Tall man starts at the top, goes down and stops.

E

Tall man starts at the top, goes down and stops.
Sideways, sideways to magic land x3.

e

Sideways, sideways to magic land.
Starts with a click, goes up and around.

F

Tall man starts at the top, goes down and stops.
Sideways, sideways to magic land x2.

f

Starts with a click.
Tall man starts at the top, goes down and stops.
Sideways, sideways to magic land.

G

Starts with a click, goes up and around.
Small man starts in the middle, goes down and stops.

g

Starts with a click, goes up and around.
Ends with a monkey’s tail.

H

Tall man starts at the top, goes down and stops x2.
Sideways, sideways to magic land.

h

Tall man starts at the top, goes down and stops.
Over the gate.

I

Tall man starts at the top, goes down and stops.
Sideways, sideways to magic land x2.

i

Small man starts in the middle, goes down and stops.
Put a dot on the top.

J

Tall man starts at the top, goes down and ends with a
monkey’s tail.

j

Small man starts in the middle, goes down and ends with
a monkey’s tail. Do a dot on top.

K

Tall man starts at the top, goes down and stops.
Jack and Jill went down the hill x2.

k

Tall man starts at the top, goes down and stops.
Jack and Jill went down the hill x2.

L

Tall man starts at the top, goes down and stops.
Sideways, sideways to magic land.

l

Tall man starts at the top, goes down and stops.

M

Jack and Jill went up the hill and down the hill x2.

m

Small man starts in the middle, goes down and stops.
Go back up and over the gate x2.

N

Tall man starts at the top, goes down and stop.
Jump up (start at the top).
Jack and Jill go down the hill and jump up.

n

Small man starts in the middle, goes down and stops.
Go back up and over the gate.

O

Starts with a click, goes up and around back to the start.

o

Starts with a click, goes up and around back to the start.

P

Tall man starts at the top, goes down and stops.
Spin a web to magic land.

p

Tall man starts at the top, goes down and stops.
Jump back up. Spin a web to magic land.

Q

Starts with a click, goes up and around back to the start.
Jack and Jill went down the hill.

q

Starts with a click, goes up and around and back to the
start. Tall man starts at the top, goes down and stops.

R

Tall man starts at the top, goes down and stops.
Spin a web to magic land.
Jack and Jill went down the hill.

r

Small man starts in the middle, goes down and stops.
Go back up and over the gate half way and stop.

S

Starts with a click, goes up and around.
Spin a web to magic land.

s

Starts with a click, goes up and around.
Spin a web to magic land.

T

Tall man starts at the top, goes down and stops.
Sideways, sideways to the magic land.

t

Tall man starts at the top, goes down and stops.
Sideways, sideways to magic land.

U

Straight down and under the gate, straight up.
Tall man starts at the top pulls down and stops.

u

Straight down and under the gate, straight up.
Tall man starts at the top pulls down and stops.

V

Jack and Jill went down the hill and went up the hill.

v

Jack and Jill went down the hill and went up the hill.

W

Jack and Jill went down the hill and went up the hill x2.

w

Jack and Jill went down the hill and went up the hill x2.

X

Jack and Jill went down the hill x2.

x

Jack and Jill went down the hill x2.

Y

Jack and Jill went down the hill and up.
Small man starts in the middle goes down and stops.

y

Z

Sideways, sideways to magic land.
Jack and Jill went down the hill.
Sideways, sideways to magic land.

z
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ADMINISTRATION OF MEDICATION
Where possible, student medication should be administered by the parent/guardian at home in times
other than school hours. However, some students will have a need to access medication during school
hours on a regular basis for medical conditions. For further information, please see below.
•

Minor analgesics
Analgesics (eg aspirin and paracetamol) can have undesirable side effects. They are not
administered in the Darlington Campus without the parent/guardian’s instruction (preferably
written). Occasions may arise where consent may need to be obtained by a phone call to
parents or emergency contacts.

•

Prescribed medication
All prescribed medication must be handed in to administration for safe keeping and must be
accompanied by a completed Student Medication Request / Record form, advising
specific details of the dosage required and the time to be administered by school staff.
Students, apart from Kindergarten and Pre-primary students, may carry their own asthma
reliever (puffer) or keep them in their school bags. All forms of medication, other than puffers,
must be stored in the first aid room in administration. Students who have asthma are required
to provide a Student Asthma Record Form, signed by your doctor and updated annually.
Please note, parents must notify the College of special requirements for students who have
severe asthma.

•

Emergency Action Plans
An Emergency Action Plan must be developed for students with medical conditions, after
consultation with the Head of Junior School and parents/guardians. Parents are required to
notify the school of children with special medical conditions, including the health information
pertaining to the management of anaphylaxis and asthma. This information must be
updated and signed off by your doctor annually. Parents are required to provide an up
to date Epipen and / or other medication prescribed for their child. Parents are also
responsible for replacing expired and used Epipens / medication. Furthermore, as a
duty of care matter, failure to not meet these requirements may result in a child not
being able to fully participate in all aspects of the teaching and learning programme
(school camps, excursions, incursions, cooking lessons and so on).
All school activities, including excursions and camps, should make provision for an emergency
action plan. Emergency action plans will be revised and updated annually, or more often if
necessary as directed by parents, with written instructions.

Please note: With regard to anaphylaxis management, Helena College Darlington Campus is NOT A
NUT / ALLERGEN FREE SCHOOL.
•

Out of school hours administration of medication
In those cases (eg camps, sleepovers, excursions) where medication is to be administered, it
is the responsibility of parents/guardians to ensure that the school is provided with a
completed student medication request/record form and supplies of such medication prior to
the camp so that appropriate arrangements can be made for administration of medication.
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